
“The apple is nutritious, serpents
don’t talk, any devil or angel is

your own creation, and this
virtualizing power of your mind
(that invents heaven or hell) has

seduced you into mindlessly
serving the spectacle it has

created. This spectacle is your
product and your downfall. Don’t

look up, down, or sideways for any
saviors. You are the only one that
can save yourself by following the
rules of Life rather than the rules
of the System that has fooled you

into believing that virtualized
things substitute for action.

Language, math, agriculture, paid
labor, representations and

representatives, art, religion and
time, are all tools that should serve
you, rather than YOU SERVING IT!
Separate what is Life, and what is

It, and use your Tools to fix the
unsatisfying and destructive

spectacle that is consuming you.”



Render unto
Illusion,

that which is
Illusion’s.

Render unto
Life

that which is
Life’s.



Ourselves which
art in heaven,

hallowed be thy
illusions. Thy kingdom
came, our will be the

blame, on earth as it is
in head space. Give us

this day our daily
action. Forgive us

our passivity, as we
forgive those who do
nothing as well. Lead

ourselves not into
destruction, but
deliver us from

stupidity.



YES MILDRED A

PARALLEL

PARALLEL

UNIVERSE
DOES EXIST!

BUT OPPOSITE

Be the first on you block to
live in a parallel, but opposite
universe! It’s difficult,

but at least it’s free.

Join the growing millions who have
decided to live real life rather than
a spectacle of life. Feeling trapped?
Is submission your best friend as
determined by your obedience to the
spectacle? Can’t figure out why life is
so miserable, why your friends feel
the same way, but try hiding it by
stuffing down another Twinky, People
Magazine,  Hubcap Cleaner, or episode
of 24 Hours? Well guess what, your not
supposed to! That’s right Binky, you've
swallowed the American Dream whole,
and it’s made you deader than a
doornail. It’s been spoon fed to you
(and the rest of civilized homo
sapiens) for the last 50,000
years or so.

Beginning to awake from the
Dream...er illusion...er spectacle of
civilization...er  programming code

that runs your life via your
complicity? Wondering what the hell
is going on? And when you start
asking difficult questions, the social
pressures of the system make you
feel like a candidate for Prozac,
Haldol or Krispy Kreme? Buck up!
Time to resist the demanded
mandatory compliance and live a
real Life full of meaning and purpose.

The instruction set that is civilization
can only produce abstract results out
of sync with Life because it is an
abstract  system that serves it’s own
non-existent reality, at you, the
servant’s, expense. Tired of serving
Mammon? Get in touch with your
Living self which resided in a world
free of any cost. Your pre-civilization
ancestors were provided for by
earth’s Life systems

.
A return to that paradigm is
imminent only if you act.

Only you can figure out how your Life

can be lived. It’s your life and can’t
be given over to someone else.
Ideas? Approach Life with rigor and
vitality, living it to the fullest. Find
the default physical state of human
being and you will find endless
energy and strength to resist the
illusion of the spectacle and it’s
demands for you to “obey!”. Watch
out for the “Agent Smith” in your-
self and others -  It’s everywhere
and tries to block progress to a non-
toxic, egalitarian life free of
commodity madness and endless
absorption in the demands of the
spectacle.

with a long,
healthy, violence-free egaliterian life

Unplug NOW!

Suggested further research:
Plato, the Situationists, John Zerzan,
R. Buckminster Fuller, Krishnamurti,
David Deutsch, Fritjof Capra, Carlos
Castenedas, Dune, The Matrix, Woman
in the Dunes, Bill Viola, Rene Magritte,
Marcel Duchamp, Irving Norman,
the Earth Charter, Natural Capitalism,
Ecotopia, and The Ohlone Way.
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